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ABSTRACT: High electrical conductivity is a prerequisite for improving the
performance of organic semiconductors for various applications and can be
achieved through molecular doping. However, often the conductivity is enhanced
only up to a certain optimum doping concentration, beyond which it decreases
significantly. We combine analytical work and Monte Carlo simulations to
demonstrate that carrier−carrier interactions can cause this conductivity decrease
and reduce the maximum conductivity by orders of magnitude, possibly in a broad
range of materials. Using Monte Carlo simulations, we disentangle the effect of
carrier−carrier interactions from carrier−dopant interactions. Coulomb potentials
of ionized dopants are shown to decrease the conductivity, but barely influence the
trend of conductivity versus doping concentration. We illustrate these findings
using a doped fullerene derivative for which we can correctly estimate the carrier
density at which the conductivity maximizes. We use grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering to show that the decrease of the
conductivity cannot be explained by changes to the microstructure. We propose the reduction of carrier−carrier interactions as a
strategy to unlock higher-conductivity organic semiconductors.

KEYWORDS: organic semiconductors, doping, electrical conductivity, Coulomb interaction, kinetic Monte Carlo simulation, GIWAXS

1. INTRODUCTION

Electrical conductivity is a key parameter in many organic
electronic devices. In organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs),
organic solar cells (OSCs), and perovskite solar cells,
increasing conductivity by doping can reduce ohmic losses,1−3

and in thermoelectric generators, electrical conductivity is one
of the key parameters.4 Increasing the conductivity is most
easily achieved by increasing the number of charge carriers by
doping. Doping in organic semiconductors, however, is not a
straightforward process as dopants need to react chemically
with the host to yield free charges. The efficiency of this
reaction varies, and therefore, the number of free charges per
dopant molecule, or doping efficiency, also varies.5

Experimentally, it is observed that the electrical conductivity
of a large number of organic semiconductors shows a
maximum: first, the conductivity increases upon increasing
doping density, but after the maximum the conductivity begins
to decrease with increasing doping density. This behavior is
observed in both polymer and small-molecule semiconductors
doped with a wide variety of dopants6−25 and can limit device
performance in applications.1−4 The carrier density at which
the maximum in conductivity is observed ranges from 1018 to
1021 cm−3.6,14,18,20,22,26−29 The decrease in conductivity is
often attributed to changes in the microstructure as a
consequence of heavy doping. However, we have previously
shown that even when using vapor doping, where there are no

observable changes in the microstructure, the maximum in
conductivity persists.28

Charge carrier transport in disordered organic semi-
conductors is usually described as a series of events where a
charge carrier hops from one localized state to another.30 The
mobility of the charge carriers is proportional to the rate at
which hopping events occur, which in turn is governed by the
energetic and spatial distance of the hopping sites. The
disordered nature of such disordered organic semiconductors
manifests itself as a broad distribution of site energies and,
when carrier density is low, a low intrinsic mobility of the
charge carriers. Above a certain critical carrier concentration,
the inherently low conductivity can be increased by
introducing more carriers to the system, as this facilitates the
filling of the low-energy trap sites.31−34 However, charge
carriers are introduced by doping, which also introduces
oppositely charged dopant ions as the number of (free and
bound) charge carriers equals the number of reacted dopants.
The release of charge carriers is facilitated by the energetic
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disorder. However, the dopant Coulomb potentials trap most
mobile charge carriers to nearest or next nearest-neighbor
hopping sites.35−37 The transport phenomena in doped
disordered organic semiconductors are therefore typically
explained on the basis of the interactions between dopant
ions and mobile charge carriers.
Arkhipov et al.38,39 introduced a model in which the

Coulombic traps created by the dopant ions limit the charge
carrier mobility at low-to-moderate doping concentrations
while at high doping concentrations the overlap of the traps
smoothens the potential landscape and increases the
mobility.38,39 This was experimentally confirmed for a large
number of doped organic systems where the conductivity at
low doping density appears to be limited by carrier−dopant
interactions, while at higher dopant loading, the dependence of
conductivity on carrier−dopant interactions diminishes.40 The
low-energy tail of density-of-states was proposed to broaden
due to the increased energetic disorder induced by the dopant
ions. The behavior predicted by the Arkhipov model is
observed in a number of kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)
simulations35,41 and it appears to be applicable for low to
moderate doping densities. The experimentally observed
conductivity maximum, however, would contradict this
model: increasing the doping density would lead to an
increasingly smooth potential landscape resulting in an upward
trend in conductivity.38,39 This indicates it is unlikely that
dopant−carrier (d−c) interaction−s could cause this max-
imum in conductivity.
While dopant−carrier interactions are indeed recognized as

an important factor, the effect of carrier−carrier (c−c)
interactions has received less attention. This is mainly because

their repulsive interaction introduces no traps or barriers that
could reduce charge carrier mobility38 or because the carrier
density is negligibly small.41 Contrary to these findings, Liu et
al. have shown using kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations
that carrier−carrier interactions in pristine, undoped organic
semiconductors can limit the mobility at carrier densities above
1018 cm−3.42 Moreover, in disordered inorganic semiconduc-
tors carrier−carrier interactions result in the development of a
soft gap in the density-of-states at the Fermi level.43,44 This is a
result of the requirement that for a system in ground state any
electron transfer must increase the energy of the system. This
so-called Coulomb gap was first derived by Efros and
Shklovskii (ES)43 and can act as a fingerprint for the relevance
of carrier−carrier interactions.
Until now, it remains unclear what governs the transport in

highly doped disordered organic semiconductors. At a high
carrier density, the charge carrier mobility could increase
because of overlapping dopant potentials,38,39 or it could
decrease because of carrier−carrier interactions.42 It is
therefore important to consider both dopant−carrier and
carrier−carrier interactions to establish a complete description
of the charge transport process in highly doped organic
semiconductors.
Here, we address and elucidate the effect of morphology,

dopant−carrier interactions, and carrier−carrier interactions
on the conductivity of doped organic semiconductors. We first
discuss the occurrence of a maximum in conductivity in doped
organic semiconductors based on the literature and our
previous work. To assess the role of morphology, we use
grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) on a
doped fullerene derivative and find that it cannot explain the

Figure 1. (a) Host, PTEG-1, and dopant, n-DMBI used in the other panels. (b) Conductivity of thin films of PTEG-1 doped with varying amounts
of n-DMBI. (c, d) Line scans of GIWAXS measurements performed on PTEG-1 samples doped to varying weight percentages with n-DMBI.
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decrease in conductivity at high doping. We then use ES theory
on carrier−carrier interactions to predict the carrier density at
which the maximum of conductivity occurs. Finally, we show
KMC simulations exhibiting a maximum in conductivity at a
charge carrier density that corresponds to that observed
experimentally. The maximum is observed both in the
presence and absence of dopants. Overall, we show that
carrier−carrier interactions lower the conductivity by orders of
magnitude at high doping densities and therefore propose the
suppression of carrier−carrier interactions as a key strategy for
creating higher-conductivity organic semiconductors.

2. RESULTS

It has been observed in many different host and dopant
combinations that the conductivity maximizes and then
decreases with increasing doping concentration.6−25 This
decrease at high doping concentrations is often attributed to
changes in morphology.24,45 We previously conducted
conductivity measurements on thin films of the fullerene
derivative PTEG-1 doped with molecular dopant n-DMBI (see
Figure 1a for their structure). Figure 1b shows the conductivity
for varying molar doping concentration of PTEG-1 doped with
n-DMBI as reported.18 As the fraction of dopant in the system
was increased the conductivity increased, peaked, and then
decreased at high doping concentrations.
To check whether changes to the morphology are a likely

cause of the conductivity decrease at high doping densities we
performed GIWAXS measurements on three PTEG-1 samples
with different doping concentrations of n-DMBI. The
measurements were performed on a pristine PTEG-1 sample,
a 10 wt % doped sample, and a 15 wt % doped sample. These
densities were chosen because previous measurements in
Figure 1b have shown that 10 wt % doping yields the
maximum conductivity, while at 15 wt % doping, the
conductivity starts to decrease. If the maximum in conductivity
is caused by a deteriorating microstructure upon adding too
many dopants, there should be significant microstructural
differences between the two doped samples.
Figure 1c,d shows that at least for PTEG-1 doped with n-

DMBI, this is unlikely to be the case. The morphology changed
upon doping the pristine PTEG-1 system, but the morphology
for 15% doping concentration was very similar to that of the
10% doping concentration sample. This means that although
there are microstructural changes in the film upon doping, the
changes between different doping levels are small and cannot
explain the decrease in conductivity for these samples. This
indicates that in this system a different mechanism is likely
causing the decrease in conductivity at high doping density.
Having shown that morphology is unlikely to cause the
conductivity maximum in our system, we look at dopant−
carrier interactions and the less discussed carrier−carrier
interactions as alternative possible explanations for the
conductivity maximum.
We first address the carrier−carrier interactions analytically

answering the question: at which doping density can we expect
to see the effects of carrier−carrier interactions? Charge
transport in an intrinsic organic semiconductor is often
described as a series of hopping events between localized
states that follow a Gaussian distribution in energy with a
standard deviation σ of 75−100 meV.30,46,47 The density of
states (DOS) in the absence of Coulomb interactions is given
by30

i
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( )
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20 3 2 2
πσ σ
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where a is the lattice spacing. To provide an estimate for the
onset of carrier−carrier interactions, we turn to the ES theory
of the Coulomb gap. The width Δ of the Coulomb gap is given
by48
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0
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0
3/2πκε

Δ =
(2)

where g0
F is the DOS at the Fermi level in the absence of

Coulomb carrier−carrier interactions, κ is the relative dielectric
constant, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, and q is the unit
charge. The problem is then reduced to finding g0

F such that Δ
is equal to the relevant energy scale. As the doping level
increases, the Fermi level shifts and g0

F will increase and so will
the Coulomb gap energy Δ. In disordered organic semi-
conductors, the two relevant energies are the thermal energy
kBT and the energetic disorder of the DOS, σ. If the predicted
Coulomb gap is of the order of the thermal energy kBT or
larger, then we expect Coulomb carrier−carrier interactions to
start to affect the conductivity. We expect carrier−carrier
interactions to dominate when Δ becomes larger than the
energetic disorder in the system. Assuming a relative dielectric
constant κ = 4, eqs 2 and 1 imply that carrier−carrier
interactions will become notable (Δ = kBT) at a carrier density
nc ≈ 2 × 1018 cm−3. Carrier−carrier interactions will dominate
(Δ = σ) and likely limit the electrical conductivity at a carrier
density of 1 × 1019 cm−3. In the next section, we will compare
these predicted critical carrier densities with KMC simulations.
Now that we have analytically shown that carrier−carrier

interactions are expected to affect disordered organic semi-
conductors with localized charge carriers, we can investigate
conductivity in these systems using KMC simulations. Using
KMC simulations the effects of carrier−carrier interactions and
dopant−carrier interactions can be disentangled. The effects of
dopant counterions resulting from dopant−carrier (d−c)
interactions and carrier−carrier (c−c) interactions are
investigated by selectively turning them on and off in the
simulations. We treat three cases: (1) no c−c and no d−c
interactions, (2) c−c but no d−c interactions, (3) and c−c and
d−c interactions. The resulting conductivity is investigated
alongside with the DOS.
In KMC simulations, it is notoriously hard to get rid of the

dependence of simulated trends on simulation parameters such
as number of simulated hops or the simulated box size. In
Figure S4, we show that if not enough hops are simulated in
the KMC simulations, the trend can change drastically
compared to the properly equilibrated result. The way we
check for equilibrium is by checking the temperature of the
charge carriers. When a simulation is initialized, the charge
carriers start on sites that are the lowest in energy without
accounting for carrier−carrier interactions. This means the
carriers are in an excited configuration once we introduce
carrier−carrier interactions and we need to let the charge
carriers hop until they reach equilibrium, otherwise we risk
overestimating the conductivity. We confirmed equilibration
by fitting the occupied DOS (o-DOS) to the DOS times the
Fermi−Dirac function. When the temperature of the charge
carriers is higher than that of the lattice, equilibrium has not
yet been reached, but when the resulting temperature is within
15% of our settings, we consider the simulation equilibrated.
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Because of the difficulty reaching an equilibrated state, we also
validate the KMC simulations against both SE theory on
electron−electron interactions from the previous section and
master equation (ME) simulations. Although the ME method
does not include c−c or d−c interactions, at low charge carrier
density the effect of c−c interactions is negligible compared to
the effect of the intrinsic disorder. Therefore two of the three
sets of KMC simulations can be at least partly validated using
ME simulations.
Figure 2 shows the conductivity as a function of carrier

density obtained from the KMC simulations and the ME
simulations. Figure 2a shows that the effect of carrier−carrier
interactions is very strong: at a carrier density of 1019 cm−3

carrier−carrier interactions reduce the conductivity by roughly
1 order of magnitude, while increasing the carrier density to
1020 cm−3 results in a conductivity reduction by 3 orders of
magnitude. In Figure 2b, dopant counterion potentials are
added to the simulations. We see that although the simulations
that include dopant counterions show lower conductivity, as
expected from the Arkhipov model, the trend is the same and
the maximum in conductivity remains at the same charge
carrier density of ∼1019 cm−3. This shows that carrier−carrier
interactions can cause the conductivity to peak at exper-
imentally relevant doping densities in doped organic semi-
conductors. As indicated by the arrows in Figure 2, c−d
interactions effectively shift the carrier density versus
conductivity curve down to lower conductivity, meaning
their effect is not strongly dependent on charge carrier density.
The effect of c−c interactions only appears at higher densities,
but dominates the high charge carrier density conductivity
behavior.
The DOS of the simulations without counterions are

collated in Figure 3 to better show the difference between
the DOS at different charge carrier densities. It can be readily
seen that the DOS becomes wider with increasing charge
carrier density. Also, a shoulder appears at the lower-energy
side of the DOS and becomes prominent at a carrier density of
around 2.2 × 1018 cm−3. It should be noted that this shoulder
is purely a manifestation of carrier−carrier interaction as there
are no counterions present in this simulation. Running the
same simulation with dopant counterions yields roughly the

same result as can be seen in Figure S2. When the charge
carrier density reaches 1019 cm−3 a local minimum, i.e.,
Coulomb pseudogap, in the DOS can be observed. This
pseudogap appears regardless of the presence of ionized
dopants (see Figure S1).
Finally, we investigate the role of dopants in more detail. In

the KMC simulations, a dopant is placed on a lattice point, but
the Coulomb potential of the ionized dopant is calculated with
an effective dopant radius added (rdop) to the lattice distance.
The rdop determines the maximum Coulomb interaction
strength possible between a mobile charge carrier and a
dopant as the minimal possible distance between them is the
rdop. In Figure 2b, an effective dopant radius of 1 nm was used.
When the effective dopant radius is 1 nm the maximum
interaction energy is 0.36 eV. This value is chosen as it does
not exceed the exciton binding energy of ∼0.4 eV.49 A stronger
interaction would render the charge carrier effectively bound.
The impact of the rdop on the electrical conductivity is shown
in Figure 4, illustrating that the dopant ions do affect the
conductivity depending on the rdop. However, the impact of

Figure 2. (a) KMC and ME simulations without counterions using the same parameters. KMC simulations (circles) at dielectric constants of 4 and
at an arbitrarily large dielectric constant (squares) to eliminate carrier−carrier interactions. A dielectric constant of 1000 was used for this purpose.
The arrow indicates the effect of carrier−carrier interactions, which become stronger as the carrier density increases. Master equation simulations
(line) with the same input parameters as the KMC simulations are also shown. (b) KMC simulations with (triangles) and without (circles)
Coulomb potentials of ionized dopants in equal number as free charge carriers.

Figure 3. (Top) DOS as calculated using KMC simulations for
increasing charge carrier densities (from left to right) in the absence
of counterions. Increasing carrier density changes the shape of the
DOS from a single Gaussian to an apparent superposition of two
Gaussians. (Bottom) First derivative of the DOS with respect to
energy, showing the first appearance of a valley in the DOS between
6.8 × 1018 and 1.0 × 1019 cm−3.
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carrier−carrier interactions at high charge carrier density (see
Figure 2a) appears to be larger than that of the dopants even if
a low rdop is assumed.

3. DISCUSSION
We find a conductivity maximum using KMC simulations that
include carrier−carrier and carrier−dopant interactions (see
Figure 2). We find that the maximum conductivity is obtained
at the same charge carrier density as in previous experimental
conductivity measurements for PTEG-1 doped with n-DMBI
(see Figure 1b). Our new experimental evidence (Figure 1c,d)
suggests that there are no significant microstructural changes
upon doping while the KMC simulations reproduce the
maximum without accounting for morphology. This leads us to
a conclusion that morphology changes are an unlikely
explanation for the conductivity maximum in our experiments.
We also observe that the Coulomb potentials of the ionized
dopants are not the cause for the maximum in conductivity
(Figure 2) as the maximum is present in the conductivity
regardless of whether the dopant ions are implemented or not.
This means we can exclude both typical explanations, i.e.,
morphology and dopants, for the maximum in conductivity.
A remaining explanation for the conductivity maximum is

the carrier−carrier interactions. Experimentally, the maximum
in conductivity is observed in various systems and the
corresponding carrier density ranges from the order of 1018

to 1021 cm−3.6,14,18,20,22,26−29 Our analytical results using eq 2
that include both mobile charge carriers and dopants predict
that carrier−carrier interactions start to dominate when the
Coulomb gap width is larger than the energetic disorder, which
occurs at a carrier density in the order of 1019 cm−3. These
effects are fundamental to the interaction of charge carriers and
are as generally applicable as the effect of Coulomb attraction
between dopant and mobile charge carriers. Our KMC
simulations show that even in the absence of dopant ions a
maximum in conductivity is observed at the same carrier
density of 1019 cm−3. Based on the combination of methods
used here, we propose that the conductivity maximum is
primarily a result of the carrier−carrier interactions. Consid-
ering the wide applicability of the analytical work and the range
of different materials that could be simulated using similar
KMC simulation settings, this is likely to be the case in many
different disordered organic materials.
It should be noted that the carrier density at which the

conductivity maximum occurs is influenced by the dielectric
constant as can be seen in eq 2. When the dielectric constant

increases, the charges are more screened and therefore their
interaction will be weaker. As a result, the conductivity
maximum is expected to shift to higher charge carrier densities.
The dielectric constants of disordered organic semiconductors
vary considerably. For example, the dielectric constant of
PTEG-1 is 5.7 while that of conjugated polymers is typically
lower.50 In our KMC simulations we choose a relative
dielectric constant of 4. A second factor affecting the
interaction of charge carriers is their localization. Both the
analytical work and the KMC simulations assume highly
localized charges, but in many molecular semiconductors,
charge carriers can be quite delocalized. This can therefore
provide an explanation for why in some polymers the carrier
density at the maximum conductivity is higher6,22,29 than that
calculated in the KMC simulations (Figure 2). Improved
screening of charges and increased delocalization of charge
carriers both could serve as strategies to reduce unwanted
carrier−carrier interaction.
The negative effect of the carrier−carrier interactions on the

conductivity can be linked to the development of a Coulomb
pseudogap, which forms at high carrier densities regardless of
the presence or absence of dopant counterions (Figure 3).
This indicates that this feature is a sole consequence of the
carrier−carrier Coulomb interactions rather than a result of the
dopant ions. At high carrier densities, this soft gap forms at the
Fermi level as seen in Figure 3 and, as a consequence, reduces
the number of available hopping sites in the vicinity of the
Fermi level. This means that the carriers are forced to hop to
higher-energy sites, which again reduces the rate of hopping as
given by the Miller−Abrahams expression.51 Such a
modification of the DOS upon doping has been previously
reported experimentally,35 but the development of the low-
energy shoulder was attributed to the impact of the dopant
ions as described by Arkhipov.39 However, we have observed
that the broadening of DOS as a result of the dopant−dopant
interactions in Figure S1 and as a result of carrier−carrier
interactions in Figure 3 is different from the DOS broadening
as a result of carrier−dopant interactions, as described in the
Arkhipov model. Moreover, when the mobile charge carriers
and dopants are included, the DOS is a superposition of two
Gaussians rather than a Gaussian with an exponential tail, as
expected by the Arkhipov model.
The reliability of the KMC simulations can be validated by

considering that at low carrier density the ME and KMC
simulations agree quantitatively (Figure 2a). Moreover, the
experimentally, analytically and numerically obtained critical
carrier densities at which the conductivity reaches a maximum
match very well. Also, the density of ∼1018 cm−3 at which the
Coulomb pseudogap width equals kBT and is predicted to start
influencing conductivity coincides with the carrier density
found by Liu et al.42

In conclusion, we have shown that while the Coulomb
potentials of the ionized dopants are not the cause for the
maximum in conductivity, they still have a significant role in
governing the conductivity of the system. As seen in Figure 2b,
the dopant ions lower the overall conductivity, meaning that
attempts to shield the dopant potentials might advance the
quest for higher-conductivity materials. This observation is in
agreement with experimental work where dopant ions were
shielded by increasing the dopant radius.6 However, the
maximum achievable increase in conductivity upon removing
the dopant ions from the system was limited to less than an
order of magnitude when we assumed the depth of the

Figure 4. At a carrier density of 1017 cm−3, the conductivity ratio
between simulations without dopant potentials (σint) and simulations
with dopant potentials (σdop).
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Coulomb potential to be limited to the exciton binding energy.
In contrast, decreasing the Coulomb interaction between
mobile charge carriers (Figure 2a) resulted in conductivity
increase by more than 3 orders of magnitude. Considering this,
reducing carrier−carrier interactions through reduced carrier
localization or increased screening of charges could be the
more effective one to design higher-conductivity materials.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We show using both Efros−Shklovskii theory and kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations that a Coulomb pseudogap appears
in the density of states at a charge carrier density of ∼1019
cm−3. This coincides with the charge carrier density at which
the maximum conductivity was previously reported for the
fullerene derivative PTEG-1 doped to varying degrees with
molecular dopant n-DMBI. This Coulomb pseudogap is a
manifestation of carrier−carrier interactions and limits the
conductivity regardless of the presence of dopant Coulomb
potentials. We performed GIWAXS measurements on the
doped PTEG-1 samples to show that the microstructure does
not change significantly from the optimally doped samples to
over-doped samples, where the conductivity is lower due to an
excess of dopants as reported previously.
Due to the broad applicability of the analytical work and the

KMC simulations, we expect carrier−carrier interactions to
play an important role in a wide range of both n-type and p-
type disordered organic semiconductors at charge carrier
densities of ∼1019 cm−3 and above. We show that at high
dopant loading eliminating carrier−carrier interactions can
increase the conductivity by orders of magnitude, while
reducing carrier−dopant interactions leads to a much smaller
gain in conductivity. This means that reducing carrier−carrier
interactions could be a key strategy to find higher-conductivity
organic semiconductors.

5. METHODS
5.1. Numerical Techniques. We used Excimontec v1.0.0-rc.3,52

an open-source KMC simulation tool to simulate the hopping process
in disordered organic semiconductors. The system was represented by
a regular cubic grid with a lattice parameter, a, of 1 nm containing a
fixed amount of charge carriers at high carrier density, where the
lattice points are hopping sites for charge carriers. The number of
charge carriers is set at ∼10 000 and the grid size was scaled to set the
desired charge carrier density. For low charge carrier density, the grid
dimensions were limited to 150 × 150 × 150 for memory saving
purposes and because the grid size has no influence on the calculated
physical properties of the system at these low carrier densities.
Periodic boundary conditions in three dimensions were assumed to
counteract finite size effects in the simulations. Simulations were
performed both on systems containing only mobile charge carriers
and on systems containing mobile charge carriers and immobile
charged dopant ions, making the second system electrically neutral.
In the KMC simulations, a dopant was placed on a lattice point, but

the Coulomb potential of the ionized dopant was calculated with rdop
added to the lattice distance. This means that the site energy was
calculated as

E E V r r( )
N

site int
0

C lat dop

dop

∑= + +
(3)

where Eint is the contribution from the intrinsic Gaussian disorder of
the organic semiconductor, Ndop is the number of dopants, rlat is the
distance on the lattice from the site to the dopant, rdop is the effective
dopant radius, and VC is the Coulomb potential of a single dopant at
distance r given by

l
m
oooo

n
oooo

V r

q
r

r r r
( ) 4
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where rcut is the cutoff radius, which we take to be one-tenth of the
simulation volume length and therefore ∼2.2 times the cubic nearest-
neighbor distance of the mobile charge carriers.

Both mobile charge carriers and dopants, if applicable, were initially
placed at random lattice positions. The mobile charge carriers were
then redistributed according to a rejection-free KMC algorithm until
steady state was reached. For the hop rates in the KMC algorithm, a
Miller−Abrahams expression was used51 and a temperature of 300 K
and an inverse localization length of 10 nm−1 was used to calculate the
hopping rates. The hop rates therefore only depend on the distance
and energy difference between an initial and target site. The site
energies of lattice sites contain a static component from intrinsic
disorder, which we took to be 77.6 meV, typical for a fullerene system,
combined with the Coulomb potential of the dopant ions.
Additionally, a dynamic component from the Coulomb interactions
with mobile charge carriers surrounding the lattice site for which a
dielectric constant of 4 was used.

For both static and dynamic Coulomb interactions an identical
cutoff radius of 1/10 of the simulation volume length was used.
Because of the scaling of the simulation volume this means that for
the higher-density simulations, the cutoff radii were ∼2.2 times the
cubic nearest-neighbor distance of the charge carriers. It has been
shown that the average carrier separation roughly determines how
large the Coulomb and cutoff radius should be.53

Different ways of defining the Coulomb potential of the ionized
dopants were attempted, but the details did not change the outcome
of the simulations. Upon completion of a hop, a selective recalculation
procedure was used to calculate hopping rates for carriers near the
initial and target sites up to a radius that equals the cutoff radius for
the Coulomb interactions.

The simulation procedure then entailed putting the desired amount
of mobile charge carriers and dopant ions in the simulation volume at
random. An electric field of 107 V m−1 was then applied along a lattice
direction of the simulation volume. Mobile charge carriers then
hopped according to the described KMC algorithm for a certain
number of hops to let the system cool down. After cooling, the
simulation was continued until the statistical error on the output
parameters was acceptable. To check the temperature of the
simulation after the cooling period the o-DOS of the charge carrier
was fit to the DOS times the Fermi−Dirac distribution. If the
temperature of the fit Fermi−Dirac distribution is within 15% of the
target temperature, we accept the simulation. If the temperature is too
high we continue calculation until the desired temperature is reached.
During the simulation period, the occupied density of states (o-DOS)
is sampled once every 1000 hops and the density of states (DOS) is
sampled once at the end of the simulation.

Doing KMC simulations on large enough simulation volumes with
carrier−carrier interactions takes a huge computational effort. On the
Peregrine computer cluster we used 1140 cores for roughly 20 days to
get the data for Figure 2b. The statistical error was lower than
expected meaning that the core count can be lowered slightly, but
efforts to reduce the computation time might lead to systematic
errors.

Master equation (ME) simulations were used for validating KMC
simulation results. In this Gaussian disorder model (GDM) an
uncorrelated Gaussian distribution of hopping sites was assumed to
constitute the DOS. The GDM was used to calculate the dependence
of conductivity on charge carrier density in the absence of Coulomb
interactions. A simple cubic lattice was used as a grid for these
simulations, where a is, as in the KMC simulations, 1 nm. To calculate
the charge carrier mobility occupational probabilities of the lattice
sites were used instead of physical charge carriers. At the start of the
ME simulation, every site was assigned a random energy from a
Gaussian distribution with a width of 77.6 meV. An electric field was
applied along a lattice direction effectively tilting the energetic
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landscape. The effect of this electric field was then calculated by
solving the steady-state Pauli master equation for all target sites j

W n n W n n(1 ) (1 ) 0
j

i j i j j i j i∑ [ − − − ] =→ →
(4)

where i is the initial site, Wi→j is the transition rate from i to j, Wj→i is
the rate of the reverse transition, and ni and nj are the occupational
probabilities of site i and j, respectively. For the transition rates Wi→j
and Wj→i, Miller−Abrahams hopping rates51 were used with the same
parameters as in the KMC simulations. The mobility was then
calculated as

÷◊÷w n n r r F

n F

(1 )( )ij i j i j j i

c

⃗
μ =

∑ − − · ̂

| |⃗
→

(5)

whereF̂ = F⃗/|F⃗| is the unit vector in the direction of the electric field, F⃗
is the electric field vector, ÷◊÷rj and ri ⃗ are the position vectors of the
target and initial site of a hop with respect to some point, respectively,
and nc is the charge carrier density per unit volume.
5.2. Experimental Methods. n-DMBI was supplied by Sigma-

Aldrich, and a previously reported procedure was used to synthesize
PTEG-1.50 Borosilicate glass substrates were washed using, in order of
use, detergent, acetone, and isopropanol. Afterward, the substrates
were dried with a nitrogen gun and received a UV−ozone treatment
for 20 min. Various amounts of n-DMBI solution (5 mg mL−1 in
chloroform) were mixed with a PTEG-1 solution (5 mg mL−1 in
chloroform) to fabricate doped PTEG-1 films. The film thickness (d)
was measured using ellipsometry to be between 40 and 50 nm. To
measure electrical conductivity, a geometry using parallel line-shape
Au electrodes with a width (w) of 13 mm and a channel length (L) of
100−300 μm as top contact was employed. In a N2 glovebox, voltage-
sourced two-point conductivity measurements were conducted. The
electrical conductivity (σ) was calculated as σ = (J/V ×L/(w ×d)).
For a reference measurement of commercial poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)
(Clevios P VP Al 4083) the conductivity was measured to be 0.06
S m−1, well in line with the expected value between 0.02 and 0.2 S
m−1.
Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) meas-

urements were performed using a MINA X-ray scattering instrument
built on a Cu rotating anode source (λ = 1.5413 Å). Two-dimensional
(2D) patterns were collected using a Vantec500 detector (1024 ×
1024 pixel array with pixel size 136 × 136 μm2) located 93 mm away
from the sample. The PTEG-1 films were placed in reflection
geometry at certain incident angles αi with respect to the direct beam
using a Huber goniometer. GIWAXS patterns were acquired using
incident angles from of 0.14°. The direct beam center position on the
detector and the sample-to-detector distance were calibrated using the
diffraction rings from standard silver behenate and Al2O3 powders. All
of the necessary corrections for the GIWAXS geometry were applied
to the raw patterns using the GIXGUI Matlab toolbox. The reshaped
GIWAXS patterns, taking into account the inaccessible part in
reciprocal space (wedge-shaped corrected patterns), are presented as
a function of the vertical and parallel scattering vectors qz and qr,
respectively. The scattering vector coordinates for the GIWAXS
geometry are given by

q
2

(cos(2 ) cos( ) cos( ))x if f
π
λ

θ α α= −
(6)

q
2

(sin(2 ) cos( ))y f f
π
λ

θ α=
(7)

q
2

(sin( ) sin( ))z i f
π
λ

α α= +
(8)

where 2θf is the scattering angle in the horizontal direction and αf is
the exit angle in the vertical direction. The parallel component of the

scattering vector is thus calculated as q q qr x y
2 2= + .
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